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S t u d y  p r o g r a m m e

Part A) of the study programme * 
L e a r n i n g   o u t c o m e s

Faculty offering the field of study: Faculty of Economic Sciences and Management

Field of study: Economics

Level of study: Second-cycle studies 

Level of the Polish Qualification 
Framework:

Level 7

Profile: Academically oriented

Professional degree awarded to the 
graduate:

magister

Allocation of the field of study within  academic
or artistic discipline(s), to which learning 
outcomes for a given field of study refer:

Discipline:
- Economics and Finance (89.16%) 

- Management and Quality Sciences (10.84%)

Major discipline: Economics and Finance 

Symbol
 

Upon completion the graduate achieves the learning outcomes specified below:

KNOWLEDGE
K_W01 knows and understands, to a significant extent, issues in Economics and relations of

Economic Sciences with other disciplines within Social Sciences. 

K_W02 knows  and  understands,  to  a  significant  extent,  socio-economic  structures  and
institutions functioning within them on the local, regional, domestic and international
levels. 

K_W03 knows and understands, to a significant extent, relations between individual elements
of socio-economic structures, aims of their functioning and regularities that shape these
relations and aims.

K_W04 knows and understands, to a significant extent, types of socio-economic relations that
occur in individual socio-economic structures. 

K_W05 knows  and  understands,  to  a  significant  extent,  issues  in  microeconomics  and
macroeconomics 

K_W06 knows and understands methods and tools, including data acquisition methods, that are
relevant to Economic Sciences and allow to describe socio-economic structures and
institutions, processes occurring within them as well as relations between them; knows
and understands methods and tools applied in advanced economic research 

K_W07 knows and understands, to a significant extent, legal, organisational, moral and ethical
standards and rules that operate in socio-economic structures and institutions as well as
their changes and consequences of those changes 

K_W08 knows and understands, to a significant extent, processes of changes in socio-economic
structures and institutions, causes of these changes, their economic determinants and
consequences  



K_W09 knows  and understands,  to  a  significant  extent,  theories  describing  socio-economic
structures, and the development of these theories 

K_W10 knows and understands,  to  a  significant  extent,  basic  terms  and rules  of  industrial
property and copyright protection

K_W11 knows  and  understands  general  rules  for  establishing  and  developing  businesses
applying the knowledge of Economic Sciences

SKILLS
K_U01 The  graduate  critically  analyses  complex  socio-economic  phenomena  and  relations

between them. 

K_U02 The graduate uses their knowledge in practice to solve complex microeconomic and
macroeconomic problems. 

K_U03 The graduate interprets micro- and macroeconomic data, verifies them on the basis of
their knowledge of Economic Sciences and uses various sources of economic data. 

K_U04 The graduate predicts economic processes and phenomena using methods and tools
relevant to Economic Sciences 

K_U05 The graduate effectively uses normative systems (legal, economic, social) in economic
decision making, and relates them to various socio-economic structures. 

K_U06 The graduate identifies research and professional  problems on their  own and seeks
solutions.  

K_U07 The  graduate  identities  consequences  of  individual  solutions  to  socio-economic
problems relying on various trends and schools in economics and economic policy. 

K_U08 The graduate interprets economic data and uses economic data sources 

K_U09 The  graduate  uses  economic  terminology  and  is  able  to  develop  typical  written
assignments  and  oral  presentations  at  the  advanced  level  using  various  theoretical
approaches 

K_U10 The graduate uses English for special purposes at the B2+ level within topics relevant
to Economics  

K_U11 The graduate effectively communicates to other person on achievements in economics;
adjusts the level and form of presentations to the knowledge and need of recipients 

K_U12 The graduate constantly acquires new knowledge, skills and experiences, improves and
masters their professional competences and advises other persons in this field. 

K_U13 The  graduate  fully  accomplishes  assumed  goals  by  taking  their  own,  sometimes
difficult, decisions and seeks information in the field literature on their own. 

K_U14 The  graduate  works  systematically  and  demonstrates  positive  approach  towards
obstacles and difficulties  that  stand in  the  way to achieving the assumed goal;  the
graduate observes deadlines, understands the need for systematic work on all long-term
projects 

K_U15 The graduate establishes and maintains long-term and effective cooperation with other
persons; the graduate aspires to the accomplishment of team goals through relevant
planning  and  organisation  of  their  own  work  and the  work  of  other  persons.  The
graduate motivates their collaborators to increase their efforts in order to achieve the
assumed goals. 

SOCIAL COMPETENCES 
K_K01 The graduate is willing to work effectively on their own with large amounts of data,

recognise interrelations and draw correct conclusions by using principles of logic; the
graduate formulates precise questions that aim at broadening their own understanding
of a given topic or finding missing elements in their reasoning. 



K_K02 The graduate is willing to perform their task to the best of their abilities, to care for
details and be systematic as well as to observe rules of conduct related to performing
the profession of an economist, including ethical standards; the graduate is willing to
initiate actions for the benefit of the public interest and fulfil social obligations 

K_K03 The graduate is willing to responsibly perform the profession of an economist, develop
its output, follow the professional ethos and observe the rules of professional ethics. 

K_K04 The graduate is willing to think and act as an entrepreneur, to think creatively in order
to improve the already existing solutions or to create new ones.  


